We define two invariants on graphs that represent graph properties in depth. Among our results, we show that if G is a connected multigraph with e edges and no vertex of degree 1, and if f : G → R is integrable with G f dµ G = 1, then for any 0 < r ≤ 1/e there exists a connected subset U of size r such that U f dµ G = r.
Introduction
We study generalizations of the combinatorial-analysis theorem below.
There is a beautiful list of ideas and problems that are related to this theorem [11] including the Mountain Climbing Problem [3, 5] and the Chord Theorem [1, 7] . In this paper, we consider the same problem as above on more complicated objects i.e. graphs and manifolds. Here we formulate the problem on graphs and discuss the manifold case in section 4.
Suppose (G, V, E) is a multigraph (possibly with loops and multiple edges) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges in G. A measure on G can be defined as follows (for a basic introduction to Measure Theory, see [2] or [9] ). For each a ∈ E let φ a : {0, 1} → V be a function such that φ a (0) and φ a (1) are the endpoints of a (possibly equal). We write (t 1 , a 1 ) ∼ (t 2 , a 2 ), if φ a 1 (t 1 ) = φ a 2 (t 2 ). LetḠ
This is basically the graph G visualized as a topological space. MoreoverḠ is a measure space with a uniform measure µ G induced from [0, 1] × E. We normalize µ G such that µ G (Ḡ) = 1 .
(1.2)
In particular, for each edge a, µ G (a) = 1/e, where e = |E| is the number of edges of G. Then one can integrate a function onḠ by integrating the function on individual edges and adding up the results. The set L 1 (G) of L 1 -integrable functions onḠ is defined as the set of f :Ḡ → R such that
FinallyḠ is a metric space as well, with the metric d G defined by (x, y ∈Ḡ):
We define two invariants of G that bring together the graph structure, topological structure and measure theoretic structure of G. Define τ (G) to be the set of all real numbers r ∈ (0, 1) such that, if f, g ∈ L 1 (G) satisfy 5) then there exists a connected U ⊂Ḡ for which
Next, let τ 0 (G) be the set of all numbers r ∈ (0, 1) such that if f ∈ L 1 (G) with G f dµ G = 1, then there exists a connected subset U ⊂Ḡ with µ G (U) = r for which U f dµ G = r.
The invariant τ is a topological invariant ofḠ i.e. if there exists a homeomorphism θ :Ḡ →H, then τ (G) = τ (H). Briefly speaking, one can choose θ smooth enough and work with the pull-back of functions on H by θ to show τ (G) ⊆ τ (H) (cf. the proof of Prop. 15 for more details of how this works). On the other hand, τ 0 is only a graph-invariant (see Example A). By definition τ (G) ⊆ τ 0 (G) but the converse is not true (see Example A).
The goal of this paper is to introduce some tools for calculating these invariants and relate them to such creatures in Graph Theory as Euler paths and circuits (cf. Cor. 3), k-edge-connected graphs (cf. Cor. 10), graph coverings (cf. Prop. 9) and multi-coverings of edges (cf. Lemma 11) . This is how this paper is organized: in section 2, we show that τ (G) = (0, 1) for graphs with Euler circuits. We also give a sufficient condition for a graph to have τ = ∅ (cf. Prop. 6), and this will help us calculate τ (G) when G is a tree. In section 3, we study the space of connected subsets of size r in a graph. We show that this space is a path-connected metric space and, using Intermediate-value theorem, we prove some results towards calculating τ 0 (G) for special classes of graphs. We also show how graph coverings are related to the discussion (see Th. 13, 14) . In section 4, we formulate the problem on manifolds and show that τ (M) = (0, 1).
Calculating τ
Theorem 1 is simply saying that τ (I) = {1/2, 1/3, . . .} for I = [0, 1]. It follows immediately that if G has an Euler path, then
To see this, define a continuous map θ : I → G. Then, by composing functions on G with θ, we return to the same problem on I where we can use Theorem 1 to derive the inclusion above. The inclusion (2.1) does not give a complete description of τ (G), however, if the Euler path under consideration happens to be an Euler circuit, we will see that τ (G) = (0, 1). First we prove:
Proof. First notice that τ (S 1 ) is a closed subset of (0, 1) i.e. if r i ∈ τ (S 1 ) are such that r i → r ∈ (0, 1), then r ∈ τ (S 1 ). To see this, let f, g be as in (1.5) and J i be such that J i f = J i g = r i . Since S 1 is compact, there is a subsequence i k for which J i k → J ⊂ S 1 , and so J f = J g = r. It's now sufficient to show that all rational numbers between 0 and 1 are in τ (S 1 ). By Theorem 1, if r ∈ τ (S 1 ), then r/k ∈ τ (S 1 ) for any positive integer k. Moreover, if r ∈ τ (S 1 ), then 1 − r ∈ τ (S 1 ), since the complement of any connected subset of S 1 is connected. We prove by induction on m > 0 that if m < n then m/n ∈ τ (S 1 ). The case m = 1 follows from Theorem 1. Thus assume that all fractions in (0, 1) with numerator less than m belong to τ (S 1 ) and consider s = m/n with 0 < m < n. Choose j such that jm < n < (j + 1)m. Then 0 < n − jm < m and by induction assumption and the discussion above we have (n − jm)/n ∈ τ (S 1 ). Then jm/n = 1 − (n − jm)/n ∈ τ (S 1 ) and it follows that m/n = (jm/n)/j ∈ τ (S 1 ). This proves the induction step and concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
An Euler circuit in a multigraph G is a closed path that goes through every edge exactly once. Equivalently, there is a continuous map θ : S 1 →Ḡ with the property that for all J ⊆ S 1 we have µ G (θ(J)) = µ(J), where µ is the standard unit measure on S 1 .
Corollary 3. Suppose G is connected and has 2k vertices of odd degree. Let
Then for any r ∈ (0, 1) there exist disjoint connected subsets U 1 , . . . , U k+1 (some of them possibly empty), such that
In particular if G has an Euler circuit, then τ (G) = (0, 1).
Proof. First suppose k = 0 and let θ : S 1 →Ḡ be an onto measure-preserving continuous map. Let f, g be as stated above.
It follows from Theorem 2 that, for any r ∈ (0, 1), there exists a subinterval
Since θ is continuous, U = θ(J) is a connected subset ofḠ. On the other hand,
Hence U f = U g = r and so r ∈ τ (G). For the general case, pair up the vertices of odd degree and connect the vertices in each pair by an edge such that the resulting graph H has an Euler circuit. Extend f, g to H by zero and renormalize them to f ′ and g ′ such that they have unit integrals on H. According to the case k = 0, there exists a connected subset V ⊂H such that V f ′ = V g ′ = r. Now remove the extra edges that we have added to G and observe that V breaks off to at most k + 1 connected components
and similarly for g. This concludes the proof of Cor. 3.
Next, we calculate τ (G) when G is a tree. We first prove a general lemma that gives a recipe to find numbers that are not in τ (G). Let S ⊆ V be an arbitrary subset of the vertices of G. Define r(S) to be the length of the shortest path between distinct vertices in S. Let G(S) be the minimal subgraph with the property that every path between distinct vertices of S has a sub-path that lies entirely in G(S). By a sub-path of a path γ we mean a path whose set of edges is a subset of the edges of γ. Finally l(S) denote the number of edges of G(S).
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected graph and S ⊂ V be a subset of its vertices. Then there exists no r ∈ τ (G) with
Proof. Suppose (2.4) holds for r ∈ τ (G). We show this leads to a contradiction. Let ǫ > 0 be small enough (to be determined later) and for v ∈ S choose a connected neighborhood
which in light of (2.4) implies that k ≥ 2. So suppose U intersects with U v and U w with v = w and choose x, y such that x ∈ U ∩ U v and y ∈ U ∩ U w .
Since U is connected, there exists a path γ ⊆ U connecting x to y. Then the pathvx · γ ·ȳw is a path connecting v to w inḠ, where as usual dot means one path followed by the other andvx means the segment connecting v to x inḠ. By definition of G(S), there exists a sub-path η ⊆ G(S) that connects v to w. Almost all of η, except possiblyvx andȳw, lies in U and so
Now by definition of r(S), the length of η in G is at least r(S) and so
This contradicts our assumption that r < r(S)/l(S) for ǫ small enough, and so the Lemma 4 follows.
We apply Lemma 4 to two special cases in the following two propositions.
Proposition 5. If there exists a bridge in
Proof. Let v 0 , v be the endpoints of a bridge a and define a new graph H as follows: replace the edge a by a simple path of length k:
where k ≥ 1. Since G and H are topologically the same, we have
as we claimed.
Prop. 5 and the inclusion (2.1) imply that if a graph G has both a bridge and an Euler path, then
Next, define a Y-subgraph in a graph G to be a subgraph with a set of vertices {v, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } ⊆ V (G) such that v is connected to each v i via a unique edge and that every path in G from v i to v j (i = j) contains the path v i vv j . 
Proposition 6. If there exists a Y-subgraph in
(2.10)
Then r(S) = 2 and l(S) = 2k + 3. It follows from Lemma 4 that
. On the other hand, G has a bridge and Prop. 5 implies τ (G) ⊆ {1/2, 1/3, . . .} and so τ (G) = ∅.
As the last result in this section, we describe τ for trees.
Corollary 7. Let T be a tree with k leaves.
Proof. Put together propositions 5 and 6.
3 Calculating τ 0 It turns out that τ 0 is a more complicated invariant than τ ; for example even for trees there doesn't seem to be a good description of τ 0 . In this section, we develop some tools that can facilitate computing τ 0 , although these tools are interesting on their own.
The space of connected subsets
For r ∈ (0, 1), let X r (G) be the set of all closed connected subsets of G of size r i.e. X r (G) = {u ⊂ G| µ G (u) = r , u is closed and connected} .
(3.1)
One can metricize X r (G) by defining the distance between u, v ∈ X r (G) to be:
It is straightforward to check that (X r (G), d r ) is a metric space. For subsets A, B ⊆Ḡ let
Proof. Let A, B ∈ X r (G) and let C be the path-connected component of X r (G) that contains A. We first show that there exists an element in C that intersects with B. Choose C ∈ C. Since B and C are closed subsets of G, there exists x ∈ B and y ∈ C such that
= s > 0 and let γ be the minimal path connecting x to y inḠ. Then γ ∩ B = {x} and γ ∩ C = {y}. Now one can move C along γ to get closer to B. Since we need to keep the size at r, we do this process more carefully.
First suppose C contains a cycle, and so it contains an edge a. For each t ∈ [0, θ], one removes an interval of size t from a and attaches a sub-path of γ of size t to C and obtain connected C t ∈ X r (G). One can do this cut and paste continuously as t changes from 0 to θ and arrive at C θ ∈ C ∩ X r (G). If C does not contain a cycle, it has the topology of a tree, and one can still remove a piece of size t from the tree and attach a sub-path of the same size from γ to obtain C θ . In either case:
As long as s > θ, we can replace C by C θ and repeat the process above. Since each time s is subtracted by min{1/|E|, r}, we reach s = θ in finitely many steps. At the final step, we have C θ ∩ B = ∅. Let C 0 be the set of all C ∈ C such that C ∩ B = ∅. By the discussion above C 0 = ∅. We describe an algorithm to deform an arbitrary C ∈ C 0 continuously to B. For any C ∈ C 0 let U C denote the largest (in size in µ G ) connected component of C ∩ B (if there are more than one such largest component, just choose one). The idea is to increase the size of U C but we need to do so in a continuous and size-preserving way that we describe below.
The set C\U C is comprised of a finite number of disjoint connected components T = ∪T i . Since G is connected, there must exist a connected component S of B\C that intersects with U C at a point x ∈Ḡ. Now one can cut a piece of T from C and attach a piece of the same size from S to C and obtain C ′ ∈ C 0 with µ G (U C ′ ) > µ G (U C ). To be more accurate, let
There are two cases that we need to take care of separately: Case i) There exists a cycle in T = ∪T i . In this case there must exist an edge a ⊆ T . For any t ∈ [0, ω], we delete a subinterval of a of size t from C and attach a piece of size t from S to C. One can do this cut and paste continuously as t changes from 0 to ω and arrive at a connected C ω ∈ C 0 .
Case ii) T is acyclic i.e. it's topologically a forest. In particular C\T i is connected for each i. As in the previous case it's possible now to remove a piece of size ω from T and attach a piece of the same size to C from S and obtain a connected C ω ∈ C 0 .
In either case
Now replace C by C ω and repeat the process above. It's not hard to see that this process will end in finite time and the final step will give C ω = B. It follows that A can be deformed to B continuously within X r (G) i.e. X r (G) is path-connected.
With a little more work, one can show that, at least for small r, X r (G) is homotopic toḠ. We can visualize this by letting r → 0. For our purposes Lemma 8 is sufficient.
For
This function is continuous, since if
where
Since X r (G) is a path-connected metric space, it has the Intermediatevalue property [10] . In the next section, we apply this property to the continuous function above.
Edge Coverings
An (m, r)-covering ofḠ is a collection of connected subsets J 1 , . . . J n ∈ X r (G) such that the J i 's coverḠ exactly m times i.e. almost every point inḠ appears in exactly m of the J i 's.
Proposition 9.
If an (m, r)-covering ofḠ exists, then r = m/n ∈ τ 0 (G).
Proof. Let J 1 , . . . , J n be an (m, r)-covering. Then
which gives r = m/n. Now let f be an integrable function with G f dµ G = 1. Then
It follows that there exist i = j such that I f (J i ) ≥ r and I f (J j ) ≤ r. Since I f is a continuous map on the connected space X r (G), by the Intermediate-value theorem [8, 10] , there must exist J ∈ X r (G) such that J f dµ G = r.
Corollary 10. Let G be a connected graph with e edges and 0 < k < e. Suppose that for every collection ν of k edges in G, the subgraph obtained by removing ν has only one component of positive size. Then
Proof. Let r = (e − k)/e. Let E be the set of edges of G and E k be the set of k-element subsets of E. For each ν ∈ E k define A ν ⊂Ḡ to be the subset of G obtained by removing the edges in ν ignoring single vertices, if there are any. By assumption A ν ∈ X r . It follows that A ν 's give an (m, r)-covering of G where m = C(e, k) − C(e − 1, k − 1) and the result follows from Prop. 9.
In particular, if we denote the edge-connectivity of G by κ ′ , then
Since removing any k = e − 1 of the edges leaves us with only one component of positive size (namely the remaining edge), we can apply Cor. 10 above to get 1/e ∈ τ 0 (G). By dividing each edge to m intervals, we obtain an (m, 1/(me))-covering and so
14)
It's worth mentioning that, when k = 1, the converse of Cor. 10 is true: if (e−1)/e ∈ τ 0 (G), then removing any edge in G produces only one component of positive size. To see this, let a be any edge and define g(x) = |E| on a and zero elsewhere. Since (e − 1)/e ∈ τ 0 (G), there exists J ∈ X (e−1)/e such that J g = (e − 1)/e. But then J is connected and doesn't contain all of a which means that G\a has only one component of positive measure. Calculating τ 0 can be very complex and we illustrate this by the example below.
Example A. Suppose G is a n-star, the unique tree with n leaves and n + 1 vertices. We calculate τ (G) for n = 3 and state the general formula for all n. From (3.14) we have 1/3k ∈ τ 0 (G). For any positive integer k one can find 3k+1 connected subsets that cover E(G): Start from the outside vertices and cover each edge by intervals of size 1/(3k +1). The final piece will appear in the middle of the graph. Proposition 10 implies that 1/(3k + 1) ∈ τ 0 (G). Next we show that for 2/9 < r < 1/4 we have r / ∈ τ 0 (G). There are three points v 1 , v 2 , v 3 of distance 1/9 from the non-leaf vertex v 0 . Let U i be a neighborhood of size ǫ (small enough depending on r) around v i and choose f such that U i f = 1/4 with f = 0 outside U = ∪U i . Then any connected subset J of size r > 2/9 would need to contain at least one U i but then J f > 1/4 > r which proves that r / ∈ τ 0 (G). A similar argument shows that
Next we show there is no r ∈ τ 0 (G) with 1/6 < r < 2/9. This time, choose f such that it has integral equal to 1/6 on small neighborhoods of the vertices of G and v i 's for i = 1, 2, 3 and f is zero outside these neighborhoods. If there was J with J f = r > 1/6, then J needed to stretch long enough to include two of these neighborhoods and so its size will be almost 2/9 > r which is a contradiction. Similarly one shows that for all k, if 1/3k < r < 2/(3k + 3) or 1/(3k + 1) < r < 1/3k, then r / ∈ τ 0 (G). On the other hand, 2/(3k + 3) ∈ τ 0 (G). To see this for k = 2 note that there exist 6 connected components of size 2/9 that cover E(G) exactly twice. It's also left to the reader to check that 2/3 ∈ τ 0 (G) and no other number r > 1/3 belongs to τ 0 (G). Finally we have:
If G is a n-star, then
Graph Coverings
Let G, H be two graphs and letḠ,H denote the corresponding topological spaces. An m-covering map θ :Ḡ →H is a map with the following properties:
i) θ is continuous.
ii) θ maps each edge e 1 ⊂Ḡ to some edge e 2 in H such that θ| e 1 : e 1 → e 2 is linear, if seen as a map from I × {e 1 } to I × {e 2 }.
iii) The cardinality of the inverse image of any non-vertex point inH is m.
Any such θ maps the vertices of G to vertices of H and the inverse image of an edge of H is the union of m edges of G. If an m-covering map θ :Ḡ →H exists, we say G is an m-cover of H. We also define the width of the covering to be
and W id(θ) = ∞, if m = 1. If there is no ambiguity regarding θ, we simply write W id for W id(θ).
Lemma 11. Suppose G is an m-cover of H and r ∈ τ 0 (G) such that
Then mr ∈ τ 0 (H) .
Proof. Let f be an integrable function on H with H f dµ H = 1. Since r ∈ τ 0 (G) and G f • θ dµ G = 1, there exists a connected subset U ∈Ḡ of size µ G (U) = r such that U f • θ dµ H = r. We observe that θ| U :
is a bijection since otherwise there would exist x, y ∈ U with x = y and θ(x) = θ(y); but then: 
We are particularly interested to apply this lemma to G = C n , the cycle with n vertices. Any connected graph with e edges is doubly covered by C 2e , since one can double every edge and take an Euler circuit. But in order to get something nontrivial from Lemma 11 we need to have W id > 0. We will characterize all graphs H that can be covered by some cycle with positive width.
In a graph G, we call a closed path CW R, if it goes through every edge exactly twice without immediate edge repetition; in particular, we require that the first and the last edges to be different.
Lemma 12. Suppose H is a connected multigraph such that every vertex is connected to at least two other distinct vertices (other than the vertex itself ). Then there exists a CW R in G.
Proof. We first show that if the maximal simple subgraph of H has a CW R, then H itself has a CW R. Let η be a CW R for H ′ , the maximal simple subgraph of H. We construct a CW R out of η for H. Since η visits every vertex at least twice, one can attach the loops at v, if there are any, to η in two of these visits. To deal with multiple edges, suppose there are k > 1 edges a 1 , . . . , a k connecting u to w in H and, without loss of generality, suppose a 1 is present in H ′ . Then a 1 is visited twice along η. Then one just needs to replace a 1 in the first visit by a 1 a 2 . . . a k a 2 . . . a k , if k > 2, and by a 2 a 1 a 2 , if k = 2. By doing so, any multiple edge or loop is visited twice and none of these edges is repeated immediately after itself.
We now prove the assertion in the lemma by induction on n ≥ 3, the number of vertices of H. For the base step n = 3, H ′ = C 3 and so, if a 1 , a 2 , a 3 denote the edges of C 3 , a 1 a 2 a 3 a 1 a 2 a 3 is a CW R Induction step. Suppose the result is true for n and let H be a connected multigraph with n + 1 vertices that satisfies the assumption in the lemma. By discussion above we can assume H is simple. If every vertex in H has degree 2, then H is a cycle which we can deal with in a similar manner as the base case discussed above. Hence suppose there exists a vertex v with deg v ≥ 3 . 
then K i satisfies the induction assumption and let η i be the CW R in K i .
So far we have constructed η i for each i. Then
Case 2. m = 1 i.e. removing v doesn't disconnect H. Let K be the graph obtained by removing v from H. First suppose there exists a vertex w in K of degree 1 in K. Since w has degree larger than 1 in H, it follows that w is connected to v. Suppose u is the unique vertex in K that is connected to w. Since K is connected and K has n ≥ 3 vertices, the degree of u in K is at least 2. Now remove w from H and connect v to u. The resulting graph satisfies all the induction assumptions (recall that deg v ≥ 3) and so it has a CW R from which we get a CW R for H. Thus suppose K has no vertex of degree 1 and so K satisfies all of the induction assumptions. Let η be a CW R in K and let v 1 , . . . v d be the vertices connected to v. Without loss of generality, assume v 1 . . . v d are visited in this same order along η (not necessarily immediately after one another). Then we can write η = η 12 · η 23 . . . η d1 where, for example, η 12 is a path from v 1 to v 2 . Let a i be the edge connecting v to v i . Also letη i be the path η i reversed. If d = 2l is even, let
is a CW R. Proof. Suppose deg w = 1 and let w be connected to some v in H by an edge a. Contrary to the claim in the theorem, suppose there exists an mcovering map θ : C me → H. Let b be an edge in C me that is mapped to a and suppose x 1 , x 2 are its endpoints such that θ(x 1 ) = v and θ(x 2 ) = w. Let x 3 be the other vertex in C me that is connected to x 2 . By continuity and other properties of θ, the edge connecting x 2 to x 3 is also mapped to a by θ. Now if y, z are of equal distance ǫ from x 2 in C me , then θ(y) = θ(z) (by property ii of an m-covering). This implies that W id(θ) ≤ ǫ and the claim follows by letting ǫ → 0. i) By Lemma 12, there is a CW R in H that we denote by η = a 1 a 2 . . . a 2e . Let c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 2e denote the edges of C 2e and define θ :C 2e →H by mapping c i to e i in the obvious way. Suppose x, y ∈C n are non-vertex points such that θ(x) = θ(y) = z ∈H. Let c i , c j be the edges containing x, y respectively and a be the edge containing z inH. Since there is no immediate edge repetition in η, we have |i − j| > 1. Also θ(c i+1 ) is an edge, say b, adjacent to a and θ(c i+2 ) is an edge, say c, adjacent to b. It follows that c = a which implies |i − j| > 2. So the worst case scenario is when j = i + 3 which means that abc is a triangle in H. But then d G (x, y) = 3/2e (where G = C 2e ) and so W id ≥ 3/2e.
ii) Let H ′ be the maximal simple subgraph and η be a CW R in H ′ . Recall the construction of a CW R for H out of η as described in Lemma 12. By going through the construction, we observe that the worst case scenario is when there are exactly 2 edges a 1 , a 2 between two vertices for which the constructed CW R contains a piece of the form a 2 a 1 a 2 . Repeating the argument in the case (i) above, we see that this worst case scenario corresponds to j = i + 2 and d G (x, y) = 1/e. It follows that W id ≥ 1/e.
It's left to prove the inclusion (3.24) for the general case. Let H be a connected multigraph with deg v > 1 for all v. Define a new graph K by implanting two vertices on each edge of H. Then K is connected, has 3e edges and every vertex of K is connected to at least two other distinct vertices. Then, by Lemma 12, there exists a CW R in K. This CW R induces a closed path in H that visits every edge of H exactly twice but it may repeat a loop in H immediately after itself. Repeating the argument in case (i) we observe that the worst case scenario this times is when j = i + 1 for which d G (x, y) = 1/2e i.e. W id ≥ 1/2e. Theorem 14. Suppose G is a connected multigraph with e edges and that deg v > 1 for all v. Then:
If in addition, G has the property that deleting any vertex or edge does not leave a disconnected graph, then
Proof. The inclusion (3.25) follows from Lemma 11 and Theorem 13. To prove the inclusion (3.26), let f ∈ L 1 (G) such that G f = 1 and let r ≥ (e − 1)/e. Since 1 − r ≤ 1/e, there exists a connected subset U ⊂Ḡ of size 1 − r such that U f = 1 − r. We just need to show thatḠ\U is connected. There are two cases: Case i. There exists an edge a such that U ⊆ a. ThenḠ\U is connected, since deleting a from G does not leave a disconnected graph.
Case ii. U intersects with the interiors of at least two edges. In this case U contains a unique vertex v. Otherwise, if it contained two vertices, then µ G (U) ≥ 1/e which compared with µ G (U) = r ≤ 1/e implies that µ G (U) = 1/e and, since it contains two vertices, U has to be the edge connecting the two vertices; but then such an edge does not intersect with the interior of any other edge. Now the connectedness ofḠ\U follows from the fact that removing a vertex in G does not leave a disconnected graph. This concludes the proof of Theorem 14.
This result is more interesting if compared with τ 0 of a tree T . For a tree T with e edges we have
To see this, for each v ∈ V (G), let U v be a small neighborhood of size ǫ and choose f such that Uv f dµ G = 1/(e + 1). To the contrary suppose there existed r ∈ τ 0 (G) with 1/(e + 1) < r < 1/e. Then by definition, there would exist a connected J ⊂Ḡ such that J f = r > 1/(e + 1). Such J has to stretch long enough to intersect with two of the U v 's. But then the size of J had to be arbitrarily close to 1/e > r which is a contradiction.
In the example below we see how similar ideas can tell us more about τ 0 .
Example B. Let G be the graph with two vertices and n edges e 1 , . . . , e n connecting them (n ≥ 2). We show that τ 0 (G) = (0, 1). First note that if n is even, then G has an Euler circuit and the claim follows from Cor. 3. If n is odd, then consider the path e 1 e 2 . . . e n e 1 . . . e n which is a CW R. It follows that C 2n , the cycle of length 2n, is a 2-cover ofḠ with width (n − 1)/2n. Lemma 11 then gives (0, (n − 1)/n] ⊂ τ 0 (G). Next, suppose r > (n − 1)/n and so 1 − r < 1/n. It follows that there is a connected subset U ⊂Ḡ with U f dµ G = r. It's sufficient to show that W =Ḡ\U is connected. This follows from the fact that U could not include both vertices of G since it has a length shorter than each edge. And so ((n − 1)/n, 1) ∈ τ 0 (G) and the claim follows.
The Manifold case
Let M be an oriented manifold and g be a Riemannian metric on M. There is a well-defined measure µ g on M induced by g such that for any open set
where vol g is the volume form induced by g (c.f. [6] for an introduction to measure theory on manifolds). We define τ (M, g) to be the set of r ∈ (0, 1) such that for every two integrable functions u, v ∈ L 1 (M) with M u dvol g = M v dvol g = 1 there exists an open connected subset U ⊂ M such that U u dvol g = U v dvol g = r. We'll see below that τ (M, g) is independent of g and moreover:
is almost everywhere defined and moreover u ∈ L 1 (S 1 ). Similarly v ∈ L 1 (S 1 ) is defined by replacing f by g in the above definition. Since τ ( Then for U = J ×N we have U f = U g = r. This implies that r ∈ τ (S 1 ×N) and the proposition follows.
